Ladderedge
Exhibition Manager’s Guide
Scale:
Type of Layout:
Size of Baseboards:
Operating Space:

Power Requirement:
Era:
Layout Lighting:
Number of Operators:
Contact:

O:16.5mm (7mm narrow gauge).
DC.
16’00” x 1’6” – Operated from the rear.
Access space needed all around layout.
Allow 20’00” x 5’00” floor space to
accommodate layout.
13amp socket outlet.
1935.
The layout possesses its own lighting.
3.
Hugh Williams
20 Bishops Court
Eccleshall,
Stafford
Staffordshire
ST21 6DX
01785 851097

Transport:

hugh.williams@btinternet.com
Short wheelbase Transit van or similar.

The layout has a terminus station to the left (as viewed by the public) and a
concealed fiddle yard to the right. There is 12’00” between the station buffers and
the entrance to the fiddle yard.
Operating Position
(There is a second operating position behind the Fiddle Yard)

Viewing Side

Description of Ladderedge for Exhibition Guide
Ladderedge really exists. It is a village straddling the A53 main road leading out of Leek towards the
Potteries. It is surrounded by gorgeous countryside. The Ladderedge of the model borrows the name of the

real place, but it is otherwise entirely fictional. It is assumed to be a fairly sizeable village to the south west
of Leek and on the other side of that town from Longnor – which is the location of another model railway!
The railway is entirely fictional The model assumes that the imaginary Leek & Buxton Railway, which had
built a railway between Leek and Longnor, built a short two miles long extension south-west of Leek to
what looked like being an expanding and well-to-do suburb at Ladderedge. It was built and opened by
1912, which was the same year that the original route to Longnor was extended. Both extensions were
very costly, but the railway company needed to create more business in order to fund the building of a line
from Longnor to the railway’s original target of Buxton. However, the volume of extra business was
nothing like enough to fund the Buxton extension and the entire railway attracted no extra income.
Indeed, it contributed to even larger losses. The money ran out and the railway extension from Longnor
never got built. Added to that, the expected enlargement of Ladderedge never materialised. The L&B’s end
came with the outbreak of the Second World War. Although the Ladderedge line itself was just about
profitable on its own, it, too, closed for the war and never reopened.
The model further assumes that the Leek and Buxton Railway made use of coaches and locomotives which,
in the main, were of designs used much further south on the Lynton & Barnstaple Railway.
Throughout its life, it carried passengers and conveyed general goods, coal and livestock along the two
routes. It served no industries, mines or quarries and, as observed before, the tourists never came in any
great numbers.
The model shows the Ladderedge terminus in around 1935.

For larger pictures please visit https://www.staffordrailwaycircle.org.uk/ladderedge/

